A dragon’s main weapon
Traditional living space of a dragon
Dragons are often considered majestic and __
The dragon that was defeated in The Hobbit
Necessary for dragon transportation
__ of Fire- 2002 Movie where dragons rule the earth
Sharp talons for grabbing and shredding
Animated movie where a dragon is a donkey’s girl
Many dragons have __ on their heads
In ancient Greece, a relative of the dragon was the __
The dragon’s body armor
Disney’s Pete’s Dragon’s name
Some dragon stories have one of these in distress
In Asian cultures, dragons were considered __
The only real living dragon is the __ dragon
Brave souls who fight the dragons
Most stories involving dragons are actually __
Dragons, gryphons, unicorns and other __ beasts
Dragons are said to guard __ in their lair
Snake-like European creature more feared than dragons
Dragon stories are told by the native peoples of every __
Today many dragons can be seen as artistic __
English legend has a dragon killed by this hero
Ocean-dwelling relatives of dragons
Fortunately, dragons live only in this world
1996 movie about a collaborating dragon and dragonslayer
Children’s show on PBS featuring animated dragons
__ __ __ Dragon lived by the sea...